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Karl Wiebke’s bold and colourful artwork Sticks is part of the exhibition Small Abstracts from the 
Collection of David and Gillian Serisier. 

The artist has painted very precise stripes of brightly coloured paint on thin, wooden rods. 
The stripes are diff erent thicknesses and the artist has used brightly coloured paint that grabs your 
attention. Some of the colours are translucent and create new colours where they overlap. 

Sticks may look diff erent from other paintings you have seen. Karl Wiebke creates abstract art
and likes to bend the rules of painting by using surprising materials. 

Wooden rods are an unusual material for an artist to paint on. It is also unusual for a painting to 
be made up of ten parts that can be displayed in diff erent ways. The individual rods can be lined 
up in groups, spaced out around the room or stacked together in one corner. The Curator of 
this exhibition has decided to display Sticks equally spaced and leaning against one wall of the 
Gallery.

Do some research and discover what the words bold, precise, translucent, abstract art and
curator mean.
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Karl Wiebke, Sticks (details) (x10), 2008-2012, acrylic on wood, 220(h) x 18(d) mm. From the Collection of David and Gillian Serisier

Make your own Pick-up Sticks

Materials

Karl Wiebke’s colourful artwork Sticks reminds us of a giant game of Pick-up Sticks. 

Pick-up Sticks is a simple, fun game that has been around for hundreds of years. 
Make your own set of Pick-up Sticks and challenge your family to a game or two.

• 25 bamboo skewers • washi tape in diff erent colours and thicknesses • scissors

Missing something? Get creative with what you have. Coloured markers or paint can also be used 
to decorate your sticks. If you don’t have skewers you could try using pencils, or thin twigs from 
the garden.



• Use your sissors to cut the sharp tips off  your skewers to make them safer. Ask for help if you need it.

• Think about your colour combinations. Will all your sticks be diff erent or will some be the same? 
Try out diff erent combinations on a piece of scrap paper. What colours look best together? How will 
you wrap your tape around your sticks? Experiment with overlapping diff erent colours and creating 
patterns.

• When you are happy with your colour choices you can make your sticks. Remember that you don’t 
need to fi nish them all at once. You might like to take a break and come back to them later.

Make It 

Play It 

Play It Again! 

• Challenge your family to a game! You’ll need a minimum of two people. 

• Make a score card by writing down the names of each player on a piece of paper. Leave plenty of 
room below to write down the scores. 

• Find a clear space like a table or the fl oor.

• Hold your sticks upright like a bundle of dry spaghetti just a few centimetres above the surface.
When you’re ready you can release the bundle, allowing the sticks to fall freely to the table or fl oor.

• Take turns picking up sticks. Let the youngest player go fi rst, followed by the player to their left. 
Keep moving clockwise around your group.

• If you move a stick while you are trying to pull out another stick, you must let go of the stick and 
stop your turn. 

• If you successfully pick-up a stick without moving any others you can have another turn. The object 
of the game is to pick up the most sticks throughout the game. Every time you successfully pick 
up a stick, you get another turn. Keep picking up sticks until you move another stick. You can set a 
limit on the number of sticks that may be picked up per turn. Setting a limit will make the game last 
longer and avoid someone picking up all the sticks in one go. 

• Play until all the sticks are picked up. Everyone counts their sticks and the person with the highest 
number wins.

• Write down your scores.
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